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Asymptotic aspects of the Teichmu¨ller TQFT
by Jørgen Ellegaard Andersen and Jens-Jakob Kratmann Nissen1
Abstract
We calculate the knot invariant coming from the Teichmu¨ller TQFT
[AK1]. Specifically we calculate the knot invariant for the complement of
the knot 61 both in the original [AK1] and the new formulation of the
Teichmu¨ller TQFT [AK2] for the one-vertex H-triangulation of (S3, 61).
We show that the two formulations give equivalent answers. Furthermore
we apply a formal stationary phase analysis and arrive at the Andersen-
Kashaev volume conjecture as stated in [AK1, Conj. 1].
Furthermore we calculate the first examples of knot complements in
the new formulation showing that the new formulation is equivalent to the
original one in all the special cases considered.
Finally, we provide an explicit isomorphism between the Teichmu¨ller
TQFT representation of the mapping class group of a once punctured torus
and a representation of this mapping class group on the space of Schwartz
class functions on the real line.
1 Introduction
Since discovered and axiomatised by Atiyah [At], Segal [S] and Witten [W], Topo-
logical Quantum Field Theories (TQFT’s) have been studied extensively. The first
constructions of such theories in dimension 2+1 was given by Reshetikhin and Tu-
raev [T, RT1, RT2] who obtained TQFT’s through surgery and the combinatorial
framework of Kirby calculus, and by Turaev and Viro [TV] using the framework
of triangulations and Pachner moves. In both constructions the central algebraic
ingredients comes from the category of finite dimensional representation of the
quantum group Uq(sl(2,C)) at roots of unity. Subsequently Blanchet, Habeg-
ger, Masbaum and Vogel gave a pure topological construction using Skein theory
[BHMV1, BHMV2]. Recently it has been established by the first author and
Ueno that this TQFT is equivalent to the one coming from conformal field theory
[AU1, AU2, AU3, AU4] and further by the work of Laszlo [L] in the higher genus
case with no marked point and the first author and Egsgaard [AE] in genus zero
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with marked points (for certain labels), that these TQFT’s can be studied from
the point of view of geometric quantization of the compact moduli space of flat
SU(2) connections. The first author has extensively studied the asymptotics of
this TQFT using this quantization of moduli spaces approach to this theory [A1,
A2, AGr1, AH, AMU, A3, A4, A5, AGa1, AB1, A6, AGL, AHi, A7, AHJMMc].
A new line of development was initiated by Kashaev in [K1] where a state sum
invariant of links in 3-manifolds was defined by using the combinatorics of charged
triangulations. Here the charges are algebraic versions of dihedral angles of ideal
hyperbolic tetrahedra in finite cyclic groups. The approach was subsequently
developed further by Baseilhac, Benedetti and by Geer, Kashaev and Turaev
[BB, GKT].
New challenges appear when one tries to construct combinatorial versions of
Chern–Simons theory with non-compact gauge group such as PSL(2,R), which
is the isometry group of 2-dimensional hyperbolic space. When one consideres
the corresponding classcial moduli space of flat PSL(2,R)-connections on a two
dimensional surface, a connected component is identified with Teichmu¨ller space,
hence this Chern–Simons theory deserves the name Teichmu¨ller TQFT.
Quantum Teichmu¨ller theory corresponds to a specific classes of unitary map-
ping class representations on infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces [K2, FC]. Based
on quantum Teichmu¨ller theory several formal state-integral partition functions
have been studied by Hikami, Dimofte, Gukov, Lenells, Zagier, Dijkgraaf, Fuji,
Manabe [H1, H2, DGLZ, DFM] with the view to approach the Teichmu¨ller TQFT.
The question about convergence of the studied integrals however remained open
until a mathematical rigorous version of Teichmu¨ller TQFT was suggested by the
first author and Kashaev in [AK1]. See also [AK1a, AK1b]. The convergence
property of the Teichmu¨ller TQFT is a property of the underlying combinato-
rial setting. An extra structure on the triangulations called a shape structure
is imposed where each tetrahedron carries dihedral angles of an ideal hyperbolic
tetrahedron. The dihedral angles provide absolute convergence and moreover
they implement the complete symmetry with respect to change of edge orienta-
tion. The positivity condition of dihedral angles seems to impose restrictions on
the construction of topologically invariant partition functions. In [KLV] Kashaev,
Luo and Vartanov suggests a TQFT of Turaev–Viro type based on the combi-
natorics of shaped triangulations. As the absolute convergence of the partition
function in this model is also based on positivity of dihedral angles, it is similar
to the Teichmu¨ller TQFT. A consequence is that as in the case of the Teichmu¨ller
TQFT the 2 − 3 Pachner move is not immidiately always applicable. However,
in this model no other topological restrictions are needed. A new formulation of
the Teichmu¨ller TQFT was suggested in [AK2]. In the new formulation of Te-
ichmu¨ller TQFT both the 2− 3 and 3− 2 Pachner moves are applicable and as in
the case of the TQFT of Turaev–Viro type [KLV] no other topological restrictions
are needed.
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Recently in [AK3] the first author of this paper and Kashaev have constructed
quantum Chern–Simons theory for PSL(2,C) for all non-negative integer levels k
and furthermore understood how it relates to geometric quantization of PSL(2,C)-
moduli spaces. They have proposed a general scheme which just requires a Pon-
tryagin self-dual locally compact group, which is expected to lead to the construc-
tion of the SL(n,C) quantum Chern-Simons theory for all non-negative integer
levels k. From the geometric quantization of moduli spaces viewpoint, the cor-
responding representations of the mapping class groups have been constructed in
[AG]. This work is closely related to the work of Dimofte [Di] on the physics
side. The Teichmu¨ller TQFT is the complex quantum Chern–Simons TQFT for
PSL(2,C) at level k = 1. See also [AM] in this volume.
Outline
We will review the construction of the charged tetrahedral operators which origi-
nates from Kashaev’s quantization of Teichmu¨ller space. The main ingredients in
this theory are Penner’s cell decomposition of decorated Teichmu¨ller space and the
associated Ptolemy groupoid [P] and Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm [F] which
allows us to change polarization on Teichmu¨ller space.
We recall how the partition function from the Teichmu¨ller TQFT is defined
using tetrahedral operators in both the original version [AK1] and in the new
formulation [AK2].
We will then prove the equivalence of the two versions by direct calculations
in several cases and elaborate on the Andersen-Kashaev volume conjecture arising
in [AK1, Conj. 1.].
Following this, we will investigate the Teichmu¨ller TQFT representation of the
genus one, one parked point, mapping class group and prove that it is equivalent
to an action of this same mapping class group acting on the space of Schwartz
class functions on the real line.
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2 Teichmu¨ller Space
As mentioned in the introduction quantum Chern–Simons theory with non-compact
gauge group is of great interest. The gauge group in Teichmu¨ller theory is
PSL(2,R) which is the isometry group of 2 dimensional hyperbolic space.
Let M be a 3-manifold. Recall that the classical phase space of Chern–Simons
theory with gauge group PSL(2,R) is given by the moduli space of flat connections
M = Hom(π1(M),PSL(2,R))/PSL(2,R).
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It is natural to start from M = Σ × R, where π1(M) = π1(Σ), so we can talk
about the moduli space of flat connections on the surface
MΣ = Hom(π1(Σ),PSL(2,R))/PSL(2,R).
We can write the moduli space as the disjoint union of connected components
MΣ =
⊔
−χ(Σ)≤k≤χ(Σ)
(MΣ)k.
Teichmu¨ller space is given by the connected component with the maximal index
TΣ = (MΣ)−χ(Σ).
Let Σ = Σg,s be a surface of finite type, i.e. Σ is an oriented genus g surface with
s boundary components or punctures. Then, topologically, Teichmu¨ller space is
an open ball of dimension 6g − 6 + 2s, i.e.
TΣ ∼= R6g−6+2s.
Recall that TΣ is a symplectic space, where the symplectic structure is given by
the Weil–Petersson symplectic form.
2.1 Penner coordinate system on T˜Σ
Let Σ be an oriented genus g surface with s > 0 punctures and Euler characteristic
2− 2g − s < 0. We denote the set of punctures
V := {P1, . . . , Ps} .
Definition 2.1. A homotopy class of a path running between Pi and Pj is called
an ideal arc. A set of ideal arcs obtained by taking a family X of disjointly
embedded ideal arcs in Σ running between punctures and subject to the condition
that each component of Σ\X is a triangle is called an ideal triangulation. Let ∆Σ
denote the set of all ideal triangulations.
Now take an ideal triangulation τ ∈ ∆Σ and calculate all λ-lengths with respect
to a fixed configuration of horocycles. Let E(τ) denote the set of edges in τ . We
impose the equivalence relation
λ ∼ λ′ : E(τ)→ R>0,
if there exists f : V → R>0 such that
λ′(e) = f(v1)f(v2)λ(e) e ∈ E(τ),
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where v1 and v2 are endpoints of e. Counting the number of edges and vertices in
an ideal triangulation establishes the following
R
E(τ)
>0 /R
V
>0
∼= R6g−6+2s.
The λ-lengths parametrizes the decorated Teichmu¨ller space T˜Σ, which is a prin-
cipal Rs>0 foliated fibration φ : T˜Σ → TΣ, where the fiber over a point of TΣ is the
space of all horocycles about the punctures of Σ.
Theorem 2.2 (Penner). (a) As a topological space the decorated Teichmu¨ller space
is homeomorphic to the set of positive numbers on edges given by λ-lengths
T˜Σ ∼= RE(τ)>0 .
(b) Using the map φ which forgets the horocycles we can pull back the Weil–
Petersson symplectic form to the decorated Teichmu¨ller space. The pull-back
satisfies the formula
φ∗ωWP =
∑
c
a b
da ∧ db
ab
+
db ∧ dc
bc
+
dc ∧ da
ca
.
(c) The mapping class group is contained in the groupoid generated by Ptolemy
transformations. Suppose a, b, c, d, e ∈ τ ∈ ∆Σ are such that {a, b, e} and
{c, d, e} bound distinct triangles. The operation that changes the ideal trian-
gulation τ into τ e, which consists of the ideal arcs of τ except e, which is
replaced by e′ such that triangles {a, b, e} and {c, d, e} are replaced by {b, c, e′}
and {a, d, e′}, is called an elementary move (see Figure 1). The six λ-lengths
are related by one single equation
(2.1) ee′ = ac + bd.
e
a b
d c
−→ e′
a b
d c
Figure 1: Elementary move
Due to positivity this is a global coordinate change between parametriza-
tions associated to two ideal triangulations. Two ideal triangulations are related
through a sequence of flips. Composing the relations on Ptolemy transformations
one obtains the relations between two coordinate systems.
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2.2 Ratio Coordinates
Definition 2.3. An ideal triangulation with a choice of distinguished corner for
each triangle is called a decorated ideal triangulation (d.i.t).
For an ideal triangle with sides having λ-lengths a, b, c we assign ratio coor-
dinates according to Figure 2, where t =
(
a
c
, b
c
)
= (t1, t2). The pull back of the
c
a b∗ −→
t
∗
Figure 2: Ratio coordinates
Weil–Petersson symplectic 2-form is then written in the very simple way
φ∗ωWP =
∑
·
t
dt1 ∧ dt2
t1t2
=:
∑
·
t
ωt,
where the sum is over all triangles.
The d.i.t. τt obtained from τ by a change of distinguished corner of triangle t
as indicated in Figure 3 is said to be obtained from τ by the elementary change of
decoration in triangle t. The d.i.t. τ e obtained from the d.i.t. τ by the elementary
move along the i.a. e, where distinguished corners are as indicated in Figure 4, is
said to be obtained from τ by the decorated elementary move along the i.a. e.
∗t
−→
t′
∗
Figure 3: Elementary change of decoration.
x y
∗∗
−→
u
v
∗
∗
Figure 4: Decorated elementary move
It is easily seen that the coordinates u, v are related to the coordinates x, y.
The relation is given by the two functions in x and y.
u = x · y = (x1y1, x1y2 + x2),
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v = x ∗ y =
(
x2y1
x1y2 + x2
,
y2
x1y2 + x2
)
.
We now observe that
ωx + ωy = ωu + ωv,
so that the change of coordinate with respect to this transformation
T : (x, y) 7→ (u, v)
is a symplectomorphism of R4>0.
3 Tetrahedral operator from quantum Teichmu¨ller
theory
We recall the main algebraic ingredients of quantum Teichmu¨ller theory, following
the approach of [K2, K3, K4]. Consider the canonical quantization of T ∗Rn with
the standard symplectic structure in the position representation. The Hilbert
space we get is L2(Rn). Position coordinates qi and momentum coordinates pi
on T ∗Rn upon quantization becomes selfadjoint unbounded operators qi and pi
acting on L2(Rn) via the formulae
qj(f)(t) = tjf(t), pj(f)(t) =
1
2πi
∂
∂tj
f(t), ∀t ∈ Rn,
satisfying the Heisenberg commutation relations
(3.1) [qj ,qk] = [pj ,pk] = 0, [pj ,qk] =
1
2πi
δj,k.
By the spectral theorem, one defines the operators
ui = e
2π bqi , vi = e
2π bpi.
The commutation relations for ui and vj takes the form
[uj ,uk] = [vj,vk] = 0, ujvk = e
2π b2 δj,kvkuj .
Consider the operations for wj = (uj ,vj), j ∈ {1, 2} ,
w1 ·w2 := (u1u2,u1v2 + v1),(3.2)
w1 ∗w2 := (v1u2(u1v2 + v1)−1,v2(u1v2 + v1)−1).(3.3)
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Proposition 3.1 (Kashaev). Let ψ(z) be some solution to the functional equation
(3.4) ψ
(
z +
i b
2
)
= ψ
(
z − i b
2
)
(1 + e2π b z), z ∈ C.
Then, the operator
(3.5) T = T12 := e
2πip1q2ψ (q1 − q2 + p2) ,
defines a continuous linear map from S(R4) to S(R4), which satisfies the equations
w1 ·w2T = Tw1, w1 ∗w2T = Tw2.(3.6)
For a proof of this proposition see [AK1] and Appendix B. One particular
solution of (3.4) is given by Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm [F]
(3.7) ψ(z) =
1
Φb(z)
.
The most important property of the operator (3.5) is the pentagon identity in
L2(R3)
(3.8) T12T13T23 = T23T12,
which follows from the five term identity (A.17) satisfied by Faddeev’s quantum
dilogarithm. The indices in (3.8) has the standard meaning. For example T13
is obtained from T12 by replacing q2 and p2 with q3 and p3 respectively and so
forth.
3.1 Oriented triangulated pseudo 3-manifolds
Consider the disjoint union of finitely many copies of the standard 3-simplices
in R3, each having totally ordered vertices. The order of the vertices induces an
orientation on edges. Identify some codimension-1 faces of this union in pairs by
vertex order preserving and orientation reversing affine homeomorphisms called
gluing homeomorphisms. The quotient space X is a specific CW -complex with
oriented edges which will be called an oriented triangulated pseudo 3-manifold.
For i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, we denote by ∆i(X) the set of i-dimensional cells in X . For
any i > j, we denote
∆ji (X) = {(a, b) | a ∈ ∆i(X), b ∈ ∆j(a)}
with natural projection maps
φi,j : ∆
j
i (X)→ ∆i(X), φi,j : ∆ji (X)→ ∆j(X).
We also have canonical boundary maps
∂i : ∆j(X)→ ∆j−1(X), 0 ≤ i ≤ j,
which in the case of a j-dimensional simplex S = [v0, v1, . . . , vj] with ordered
vertices v0, v1, . . . , vj in R
3 takes the form
∂iS = [v0, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vj], i ∈ {0, . . . , j} .
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3.2 Shaped 3-manifolds
Let X be an oriented triangulated pseudo 3-manifold.
Definition 3.2. A shape structure on X is an assignment to each edge of each
tetrahedron of X a positive number called the dihedral angle,
αX : ∆
1
3(X)→ R+
so that the sum of the three angles at the edges from each vertex of each tetra-
hedron is π. An oriented triangulated pseudo 3-manifold with a shape structure
will be called a shaped pseudo 3-manifold.
It is straightforward to see that the dihedral angles at opposite edges are equal.
0
1
2
3
γ
β β
α
α
γ
Figure 5: Labeling of edges by dihedral angles.
Definition 3.3. To each shape structure on X , we associate a Weight function
ωX : ∆1(X)→ R+,
which to each edge of X associates the total sum of dihedral angles around it
ωX(e) =
∑
(T,e)∈∆13(X)
αX(T, e).
An edge of a shaped pseudo 3-manifold X will be called balanced if it is internal
and ωX(e) = 2π. We call a shaped pseudo 3-manifold fully balanced if all edges
of X are balanced.
3.3 Shape gauge transformation
In the space of shape structures on a pseudo 3-manifold there is a gauge group
action. The gauge group is generated by the total dihedral angles around internal
edges acting through the Neumann–Zagier Poisson bracket. See [AK1] for further
details.
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3.4 Geometric interpretation of the five term identity
For an operator T we denote the integral kernel of the operator as 〈x0, x2 | T |
x1, x3〉. Then the pentagon identity can be written in the following way
(3.9) 〈x, y, z | T12T13T23 | u, v, w〉 = 〈x, y, z | T23T12 | u, v, w〉
Decomposition of unity gives for the left hand side of (3.9)
〈x, y, z | T12T13T23 | u, v, w〉 =
∫
〈x, y | T | α1, α2〉〈α1, z | T | u, β3〉
〈α2, β3 | T | v, w〉dα1dα2dβ3.
Decomposing of unity for the right hand side gives
〈x, y, z | T23T12 | u, v, w〉 =
∫
〈y, z | T | γ2, w〉〈x, γ2 | T | u, v〉dγ2.
To make the correspondence between the pentagon identity and the 3-2 Pach-
ner move precise, we label each vertex of a tetrahedron T with a number i ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3} . The numbers on vertices induce an orientation on edges, i.e. we put
arrows on the edges pointing in the direction from the smaller to the bigger label
on vertices. The number at a vertex corresponds to the number of incoming edges,
see Figure 6.
0 1
2
3
Figure 6: Interpretation of a positively oriented tetrahedron.
3.5 States
A state of a tetrahedron T with totally ordered vertices {0, 1, 2, 3} is a map
x : ∆2(X)→ R.
A tetrahedron in state x is illustrated in Figure 7, where xi := x(∂iT ).
We identify a tetrahedron T in state x as in Figure 7 with the integral kernel
〈x0, x2 | T | x1, x3〉. This gives a geometric interpretation of the pentagon iden-
tity (3.9) as the 2-3 Pachner move as illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The
integrations corresponds to gluing of faces as illustrated in Figure 9.
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x0x1
x2
x3
Figure 7: A tetrahedron in state x.
=
Figure 8: Decomposition of tetrahedra in the 2-3 Pachner move.
3.6 Integral kernel
Let us calculate the integral kernel of the operator T
〈x0, x2 | T | x1, x3〉 ≡ Tf(x, y) =
∫
〈x, y | T | u, v〉f(u, v)dudv,
where T is the operator given by (3.5).
〈x0, x2 | T | x1, x3〉 = 〈x0, x2 | e2πip1q2ψ (q1 − q2 + p2) | x1, x3〉
= e
x2
∂
∂x0 〈x0, x2 | ψ (q1 − q2 + p2) | x1, x3〉
= 〈x0 + x2, x2 | ψ (q1 − q2 + p2) | x1, x3〉
=
∫
〈x0 + x2, x2 | e2πi(q1−q2+p2)y | x1, x3〉ψ˜(y) dy
=
∫
e2πiyx1δ(x1 − x0 − x2)〈x2 | e2πi(p2−q2)y | x3〉ψ˜(y) dy
=
∫
e2πix1yδ(x1 − x0 − x2)ψ˜(y)e−2πix3y〈x2 + y | x3〉 dy
=
∫
e2πix1yδ(x1 − x0 − x2)ψ˜(y)e−2πix3yδ(x2 + y − x3)eπiy2 dy
= e2πix1(x3−x2)δ(x1 − x0 − x2)ψ˜(x3 − x2)e−2πix3(x3−x2)+πi(x3−x2)2
= δ(x1 − x0 − x2)ψ˜′(x3 − x2)e2πix0(x3−x2),
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=
Figure 9: 3-2 Pachner move.
where
ψ˜′(x) := ψ˜(x)e−πix
2
, and ψ˜(x) :=
∫
R
ψ(y)e2πixy dy.
3.7 Positively and negatively oriented tetrahedra
In an oriented triangulated 3-manifold there are two possibilities for the orien-
tation of tetrahedra. The orientation follows from Figure 10. To a negatively
oriented tetrahedron the integral kernel associated to it in the geometric interpre-
tation is the complex conjugate of that of a positively oriented tetrahedron.
0 1
2
3
Positively oriented tetrahedron.
0 1
3
2
Negatively oriented tetrahedron.
Figure 10: Orientations on tetrahedra.
3.8 Charged Tetrahedral Operators and Pentagon Iden-
tity
To ensure that the Fourier integral is absolutely convergent charges on the operator
T are introduced. For any positive real a and c such that b := 1
2
− a − c is also
positive, define the charged T-operators
(3.10) T(a, c) := e−πic
2
b(4(a−c)+1)/6e4πicb(cq2−aq1)Te−4πicb(ap2+cq2)
and
T¯(a, c) := eπic
2
b(4(a−c)+1)/6e−4πicb(ap2+cq2)T¯e4πicb(cq2−aq1)
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where T¯ := T−1 and cb :=
i
2
(b+b−1). We have the equality
T(a, c) = e2πip1q2ψa,c(q1 − q2 + p2)
where
ψa,c(x) := ψ(x− 2cb(a+ c))e−4πicba(x−cb(a+c))e−πic2b(4(a−c)+1)/6.
The Fourier transformation formula for Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm (A.19)
leads to the identities
ψ˜′a,c(x) = e
−pii
12ψc,b(x),
ψa,c(x) = e
−pii
6 eπix
2
ψc,a(−x) = e−pii12 ψ˜b,c(−x),
ψ˜′a,c(x) = e
pii
12ψc,b(x) = e
−pii
12 eπix
2
ψb,c(−x).
From the formulas above we obtain that
〈x0, x2 | T(a, c) | x1, x3〉 = δ(x1 − x0 − x2)ψ˜′a,c(x3 − x2)e2πix0(x3−x2),(3.11)
〈x, y | T¯(a, c) | u, v〉 = 〈u, v | T(a, c) | x, y〉.(3.12)
Proposition 3.4 (Andersen–Kashaev [AK1]). The charged pentagon identity is
satisfied
(3.13) T12(a4, c4)T13(a2, c2)T23(a0, c0) = e
πic2bPe/3T23(a1, c1)T12(a3, c3),
where
Pe = 2(c0 + a2 + c4)− 1
2
and a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, c0, c1, c2, c3, c4 ∈ R are such that
a1 = a0 + a2, a3 = a2 + a4, c1 = c0 + a4, c3 = a0 + c4, c2 = c1 + c3.
3.9 Partition function
For a tetrahedron T = [v0, v1, v2, v3] with ordered vertices v0, v1, v2, v3, we define
its sign
sign(T ) = sign(det(v1 − v0, v2 − v0, v3 − v0)).
For (T, α, x) an oriented tetrahedron with shape structure α in state x, define
the partition function taking values in the space of tempered distributions by the
formula
(3.14) Z~(T, α, x) :=
{
〈x0, x2 | T(a, c) | x1, x3〉, if sign(T ) = 1
〈x1, x3 | T¯(a, c) | x0, x2〉, if sign(T ) = −1.
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where
xi := x(∂iT )
and
a =
1
2π
αT (T, e01), c =
1
2π
αT (T, e03).
For a closed oriented triangulated pseudo 3-manifold X with shape structure
α, we associate the partition function
Z~(X,α) :=
∫
x∈R∆2(X)
∏
T∈∆3(X)
Z~(T, α, x) dx.(3.15)
Theorem 3.5 (Andersen–Kashaev [AK1]). If H2(X\∆0(X),Z) = 0, then the
quantity |Z~(X,α)| is well defined in the sense that the integral is absolutely con-
vergent, and
1. it depends on only the gauge reduced class of α;
2. it is invariant under 2− 3 Pachner moves.
The definition of the partition function (3.15) can be extended to manifolds
having boundary eventually giving rise to a TQFT, see [AK1].
3.10 Invariants of knots in 3-manifolds
By considering one-vertex ideal triangulations of complements of hyperbolic knots
in compact oriented closed 3-manifolds, we obtain knot invariants.
Another possibility is to consider a one-vertex Hamiltonian triangulation (H-
triangulation) of pairs (a closed 3-manifold M , a knot K in M), i.e., a one-vertex
triangulation of M , where the knot is represented by one edge, with degenerate
shape structures, where the weight on the knot approaches zero and where simul-
taneously the weights on all other edges approach the balanced value 2π. This
limit by itself is divergent as a simple pole (after analytic continuation to complex
angles) in the weight of the knot, but the residue at this pole is a knot invariant
which is a direct analogue of Kashaev’s invariants [K1], which were at the origin
of the hyperbolic volume conjecture.
In [AK1] the first author and Rinat Kashaev have set forth the following
conjecture:
Conjecture 3.6 (Andersen and Kashaev [AK1]). Let M be a closed oriented
3-manifold. For any hyperbolic knot K ⊂ M , there exists a smooth function
JM,K(~, x) on R>0 × R which has the following properties.
(1) For any fully balanced shaped ideal triangulation X of the complement of K
in M , there exists a gauge invariant real linear combination of dihedral angles
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λ, a (gauge non-invariant) real quadratic polynomial of dihedral angles φ such
that
Z~(X) = e
iφ
~
∫
R
JM,K(~, x)e
− xλ√
~dx.
(2) For any one vertex shaped H-triangulation Y of the pair (M,K) there exists
a real quadratic polynomial of dihedral angles φ such that
lim
ωY→τ
Φb
(
π − ωY (K)
2πi
√
~
)
Z~(Y ) = e
iφ
~
−iπ/12JM,K(~, 0),
where τ : ∆1(Y ) → R takes the value 0 on the knot K and the value 2π on
all other edges.
(3) The hyperbolic volume of the complement of K in M is recovered as the limit
lim
~→0
2π~ log |JM,K(~, 0)| = − vol(M\K).
Theorem 3.7. Conjecture 3.6 is true for the pair (S3, 61) with
(3.16) JS3,61(~, x) = χ61(x).
The function χ61(x) is defined to be:
χ61(x) =
∫
R2
e2πi(x
2+ 1
2
y2+2xy)e4piicbz
Φb(x+ y)Φb(x+ z + cb)Φb(y)Φb(z − x− y)dydz.
See [N] for a calculation of the invariant of an ideal triangulation of the com-
plement of the knot 61.
4 New formulation
In this section we recall the new formulation of the Teichmu¨ller TQFT introduced
by Andersen and Kashaev in [AK2].
4.1 States and Bolzmann weights
Let T ⊂ R3 be a tetrahedron with shape structure αT and vertex ordering mapping
v : {0, 1, 2, 3} → ∆0(T ).
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A state of a tetrahedron T is a map x : ∆1(T ) → R. Pictorially, a positive
tetrahedron T in state x looks as follows
0 1
2
3
x23 x01
x02
x13
x12
x03
More generally, a state of a triangulated pseudo 3-manifold X is a map
y : ∆1(X)→ R.
For any state y define the Boltzmann weight
B(T, x) = gα1,α3(y02 + y13 − y03 − y12, y02 + y13 − y01 − y23)
if T is positive and complex conjugate otherwise. Here yij ≡ y(vivj), αi ≡
αT (v0vi)/2π,
(4.1) ga,c(s, t) =
∑
m∈Z
ψ˜′a,c(s+m)e
πit(s+2m).
Theorem 4.1 (Andersen–Kashaev [AK1]). Let X be a levelled shaped triangulated
oriented pseudo 3-manifold. Then, the quantity
(4.2) Znew
~
(X) := eπilX/4~
∫
[0,1]∆1(X)

 ∏
T∈∆3(X)
B
(
T, y
∣∣
∆1(T )
) dx
admits an analytic continuation to a meromorphic function of the complex shapes,
which is invariant under all shaped 2−3 and 3−2 Pachner moves (along balanced
edges).
Conjecture 4.2. The proposed model in Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to the Te-
ichmu¨ller TQFT from [AK1].
Theorem 4.3. The new formulation of the Teichmu¨ller TQFT is equivalent to
the original formulation for the pairs (S3, 31), (S
3, 41), (S
3, 52) and (S
3, 61).
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5 Calculations of specific knot complements
In the following calculations we encode an oriented triangulated pseudo 3-manifold
X into a diagram where a tetrahedron T is represented by an element
(5.1) T =
where the vertical segments, ordered from left to right, correspond to the faces
∂0T ,∂1T , ∂2T ,∂3T respectively. When we glue tetrahedron along faces, we illus-
trate this by joining the corresponding vertical segments.
We will further use the notation
νa,c := e
−πicb2 (4(a−c)+1)/6.
5.1 The complement of the figure-8-knot
Let X be the following oriented triangulated pseudo 3-manifold,
(5.2)
which represented the usual diagram for the complement of the figure eight knot.
Choosing an orientation, the diagram consists of one positive tetrahedron T+ and
one negative T−. ∂X = ∅ and combinatorially we have ∆0(X) = {∗}, ∆1(X) =
{e0, e1}. The gluing of the tetrahedra is vertex order preserving which means that
edges are glued together in the following manner.
e0 = x
+
01 = x
+
03 = x
+
23 = x
−
02 = x
−
12 = x
−
13 =: x,
e1 = x
+
02 = x
+
13 = x
+
12 = x
−
01 = x
−
03 = x
−
23 =: y.
That this diagram represents the complement of the figure eight know means that
the topological space X\{∗} is homeomorphic to the complement of the figure-
eight knot. The set ∆13(X) consists of the elements (T±, ej,k) for 0 ≤ j < k ≤ 3.
We fix a shape structure
αX : ∆
1
3(X)→ R+
by the formulae
αX(T±, e0,1) = 2πa±, αX(T±, e0,2) = 2πb±, αX(T±, e0,3) = 2πc±,
where a± + b± + c± =
1
2
. This result in the following weight functions
ωX(e0) = 2a+ + c+ + 2b− + c−, ωX(e1) = 2b+ + c+ + 2a− + c−.
In the completely balanced case these equations correspond to
a+ − b+ = a− − b−.
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The Boltzmann weights are given by the functions
B
(
T+, x|∆1(T+)
)
= ga+,c+(y − x, 2(y − x)),
B
(
T−, x|∆1(T−)
)
= ga−,c−(x− y, 2(x− y)).
We calculate the partition function for the Teichmu¨ller TQFT using the new
formulation
Znew
~
(X) =
∫
[0,1]2
∑
m,n∈Z
ψ˜′a+,c+(y − x+m)ψ˜′a−,c−(x− y + n)e4πi(y−x)(m+n) dxdy
=
∫
[0,1]
∑
m,n∈Z
ψ˜′a+,c+(y +m)ψ˜
′
a− ,c−(−y + n)e4πiy(m+n)dy
=
∑
m,n∈Z
∫
[m,m+1]
ψ˜′a+,c+(y)ψ˜
′
a−,c−(−y +m+ n)e4πi(y−m)(m+n)dy
=
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
ψ˜′a+,c+(y)ψ˜
′
a−,c−(−y + p)e4πiypdy
= e−
pii
6
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
ψc+,b+(y)ψb−,c−(y − p)eπi(y−p)
2
e4πiypdy
= e−
pii
6
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
ψ(y − 2cb(c+ + b+))ψ(y − p− 2cb(b− + c−))eπiy2eπip2e2πiyp
× e−4πicbc+(y−cb(c++b+))e−4πicbb−(y−p−cb(b−+c−))
× e−πi(4(c+−b+)+1)/6e−πi(4(b−−c−)+1)/6dy.
We set Y = y − 2cb(c+ + b+). Assuming that we are in the completely balanced
case we have that
−b− − c− + c+ + b+ = −b+ + b−.
Furthermore we have y2 = Y 2+4c2b(c++ b+)
2+4cbY (c++ b+). Implementing this
we get the following expression
Znew
~
(X) = νc+,b+νb−,c−e
−pii
6
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
ψ(Y − p− 2cb(b+ − b−))ψ(Y )
× eπi(Y 2+4c2b(c++b+)2+4cbY (c++b+))eπip2
× e2πi(Y+2cb(c++b+))p
× e−4πicbc+(Y+cb(c++bx))e−4πicbb−(Y−p−cb(b−+c−)+2cb(c++b+))dY
= νc+,b+νb−,c−e
−pii
6
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
1
Φb(Y − p− 2cb(b+ − b−))
1
Φb(Y )
× eπiY 2eπip2e−4πicbY (−c+−b++c++b−)e2πiY p
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× e−4πicbp(−(c++b+)−b−)
× e4πic2b((c++b+)2−c+(c++b+)−b−(b−+c−−2(c++b+))dY.
Now set
(5.3) u = 2cb(b+ − b−)
and
(5.4) v = 2b− + c− = 2b+ + c+,
and use the formula
Φb(z)Φb(−z) = ζ−1inveπiz
2
,
together with the calculation
b− + b+ + c+ = b− + b+ − 2b+ + 2b− + c− = −(b+ − b−) + (2b− + c−).
to get that
Znew
~
(X) = νc+,b+νb−,c−ζinve
−pii
6
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
Φb(p+ u− Y )
Φb(Y )
e−πi(Y
2+u2+p2−2Y u−2Y p+2up)
× eπiY 2eπip2e2πiY ue2πiY pdY
× e−2πipue2πipv
× e4πic2b((c++b+)2−c+(c++b+)−b−(b−+c−−2(c++b+)).
Using the balance condition and formulas (5.3) and (5.4) we get the equality
− 4πic2b{(c+ + b+)2 + b−(−b− − c− + 2c+ + 2b+) + c+(c+ + b+)} =
− 4πic2b{(−(b+ − b1)2)− c+b+ + c+b− + b−c+ − b−c−} =
− 2πicb{−(c+ + 2b−)u}+ πiu2 =
− 2πicb{−(2b− + c−)u+ 2(b+ − b−))u}+ πiu2 = πi(uv − u2).
We get the following expression for the partition function
Znew~ (X) = νc+,b+νb−,c−ζinve
−pii
6
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
Φb(p+ u− Y )
Φb(Y )
e−πiu
2
× e4πiY ue4πiY pe−4πipue2πipveπi(uv−u2)dY
= νc+,b+νb−,c−ζinve
−pii
6
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
Φb(p+ u− Y )
Φb(Y )
× e4πiY ue4πiY pe−4πipue2πipveπiuve−2πiu2dY
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= νc+,b+νb−,c−ζinve
−pii
6
∑
p∈Z
∫
R
Φb(p+ u− Y )
Φb(Y )
e2πi(u+p)(2Y −u−p)dY eπiv(2p+u).
Using the Weil-Gel’fand-Zak transform we see that the partition function has the
form
Znew~ (X) = νc+,b+νb−,c−ζinve
−pii
6 W (χ41)(u, v).
Where the function χ41(x) =
∫
R−i0
Φb(x−y)
Φb(y)
e2πix(2y−x)dy. The function χ41(x) is
exactly the function JS3,41(~, x) from [AK1, Thm. 5]. It should be noted that
this result is connected to Hikami’s invariant. Andersen and Kashaev observes in
[AK1] that the expression
1
2π b
χ41
(
− u
π b
,
1
2
)
,
where χ41(x, λ) = χ41(x)e
4πicbλ is equal to the formal derived expression in [H2].
5.2 One vertex H-triangulation of the figure-8-knot
Let X be represented by the diagram
(5.5)
where the figure-eight knot is represented by the edge of the central tetrahedron
connecting the maximal and next to maximal vertices. Choosing an orientation,
the diagram consists of two positive tetrahedra T1, T3 and one negative T2. ∂X = ∅
and combinatorially we have ∆0(X) = {∗}, ∆1(X) = {x, y, z, x′}. The gluing
of the tetrahedra is vertex order preserving which means that edges are glued
together in the following manner.
x = x101 = x
1
03 = x
2
02 = x
3
02 = x
3
03,
y = x102 = x
1
12 = x
1
13 = x
2
01 = x
2
03 = x
2
23 = x
2
23,
z = x123 = x
2
12 = x
2
13 = x
3
12 = x
3
13,
x′ = x301.
This results in the following equations for the dihedral angles when we balance
all but one edge
b1 + a3 = b2, a1 = a2 + a3.
In the limit where we let a3 → 0 we get the equations
b1 = b2, a1 = a2.
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The Boltzmann weights are given by the functions
B
(
T1, x|∆1(T1)
)
= ga1,c1(y − x, 2y − x− z),
B
(
T2, x|∆1(T2)
)
= ga2,c2(x− y, x+ z − 2y),
B
(
T3, x|∆1(T3)
)
= ga3,c3(0, x+ z − x′ − y).
So we get that
Znew~ (X) =
∫
[0,1]4
∑
m,n,l∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(y − x+m)eπi(2y−x−z)(y−x+2m)
ψ˜′a2,c2(x− y + n)e−πi(x+z−2y)(x−y+2n)
ψ˜′a3,c3(l)e
2πi(x+z−x′−y)l dxdydzdx′.
Integration over x′ removes one of the sums since
∫ 1
0
e−2πix
′ldx′ = δ(l). Hence
Znew
~
(X) = ψ˜′a3,c3(0)
∫
[0,1]3
∑
m,n∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(y − x+m)eπi(2y−x−z)(y−x+2m)
ψ˜′a2,c2(x− y + n)e−πi(x+z−2y)(x−y+2n) dxdydz
= ψ˜′a3,c3(0)
∫
[0,1]3
∑
m,n∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(y − x+m)ψ˜′a2,c2(x− y + n)
e2πi(2y−x)(m+n)e−2πiz(m+n) dxdydz.
Now integration over z gives
∫ 1
0
e−2πiz(m+n)dz = δ(n+m). So the partition function
takes the form
Znew
~
(X) = ψ˜′a3,c3(0)
∫
[0,1]2
∑
m∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(y − x+m)ψ˜′a2,c2(x− y −m) dxdy,
We make the shift y 7→ y + x to get the expression
Znew~ (X) = ψ˜
′
a3,c3(0)
∫
[0,1]2
∑
m∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(y +m)ψ˜
′
a2,c2(−y −m) dxdy
= ψ˜′a3,c3(0)
∫
[0,1]
∑
m∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(y +m)ψ˜
′
a2,c2(−y −m) dy
= ψ˜′a3,c3(0)
∫
Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(y)ψ˜
′
a2,c2(−y) dy
= e−
pii
6 ψ˜′a3,c3(0)
∫
Z
ψc1,b1(y)ψb2,c2(y)e
πiy2.
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We set Y = y − 2cb(c1 + b1) = y − cb(1− 2a1). Assuming that we are in the case
where all but one edge is balanced we have a1 = a2
y2 = Y 2 + c2b(1− 2a1)2 + 2cbY (1− 2a1).
Implementing this we get the following expression
Znew
~
(X) = e−
pii
6 ψ˜′a3,c3(0)
∫
Z
ψ(Y )ψ(Y )eπi(Y
2+c2b(1−2a1)
2+2cbY (1−2a1))
e−4πicbc1(Y+cb(1/2−a1))νc1,b1
e−4πicbb2(Y+cb(1/2−a1))νb2,c2dy
= e−
pii
6 νc1,b1νb2,c2ψ˜
′
a3,c3(0)
∫
Z−0i
1
Φ(Y )2
eπiY
2
dy e
iφ
~ .
This result corresponds exactly to the partition function in the original formula-
tion, see [AK1, Chap. 11]. I.e. in the limit where a3 → 0 we get the renormalised
partition function
Z˜new
~
(X) := lim
a3→0
Φb(2cba3 − cb)Znew~ (X) =
e−πi/12
ν(c3)
χ41(0).
5.3 The complement of the knot 52
Let X be represented by the diagram
(5.6)
Choosing an orientation the diagram consists of three positive tetrahedra. We
denote T1, T2, T3 the left, the right an top tetrahedra respectively. The combi-
natorial data in this case are ∆0(X) = {∗}, ∆1(X) = {e0, e1, e2}, ∆2(X) =
{f0, f1, f2, f3, f4, f5} and ∆3(X) = {T1, T2, T3} .
The edges are glued in the following manner
e0 = x
1
02 = x
1
12 = x
2
13 = x
2
23 = x
3
01 = x
3
23 =: x,
e1 = x
1
03 = x
1
23 = x
2
02 = x
2
03 = x
3
03 = x
3
13 = x
3
12 =: y
e2 = x
1
01 = x
1
13 = x
2
01 = x
2
12 = x
3
02 =: z.
We impose the condition that all edges are balanced which exactly corresponds
to the two equations
2a3 = a1 + c2, b3 = c1 + b2.
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The Bolzmann weights are given by the equations
B
(
T1, x|∆1(T1)
)
= ga1,c1(z − y, x− y),
B
(
T2, x|∆1(T2)
)
= ga2,c2(x− z, y − z),
B
(
T2, x|∆1(T2)
)
= ga3,c3(z − y, z + y − 2x).
We calculate the following function
Znew~ (X) =
∫
[0,1]3
∑
j,k,l∈Z
ga1,c1(z − y, x− y)ga2,c2(x− z, y − z)
× ga3,c3(z − y, z + y − 2x) dxdydz
=
∫
[0,1]3
∑
j,k,l∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(z − y + j)eπi(x−y)(z−y+2j)ψ˜′a2,c2(x− z + k)
eπi(y−z)(x−z+2k) × ψ˜′a3,c3(z − y + l)eπi(z+y−2x)(z−y+2l) dxdydz.
Shift x 7→ x+ z,
Znew
~
(X) =
∫
[0,1]3
∑
j,k,l∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(z − y + j)eπi(x+z−y)(z−y+2j)ψ˜′a2,c2(x+ k)eπi(y−z)(x+2k)
× ψ˜′a3,c3(z − y + l)eπi(y−2x−z)(z−y+2l) dxdydz.
Shift z 7→ z + y
Znew
~
(X) =
∫
[0,1]3
∑
j,k,l∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(z + j)e
πi(x+z)(z+2j)ψ˜′a2,c2(x+ k)e
πi(−z)(x+2k)
× ψ˜′a3,c3(z + l)eπi(−2x−z)(z+2l) dxdydz
=
∫
[0,1]3
∑
j,k,l∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(z + j)ψ˜
′
a2,c2(x+ k)ψ˜
′
a3,c3(z + l)
× eπi(x+z)(z+2j)eπi(−z)(x+2k)eπi(−2x−z)(z+2l) dxdydz
=
∫
[0,1]3
∑
j,k,l∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(z + j)ψ˜
′
a2,c2
(x+ k)ψ˜′a3,c3(z + l)
× e2πi(x(j−2l−z)+z(j−k−l) dxdydz.
Integration over y contributes nothing. We now shift x 7→ x − k and integrate
over the interval [−k,−k + 1].
Znew~ (X) =
∑
j,k,l∈Z
∫
[0,1]
∫
[−k,−k+1]
ψ˜′a1,c1(z + j)ψ˜
′
a2,c2(x)ψ˜
′
a3,c3(z + l)
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× e2πi((x−k)(j−2l−z)+z(j−k−l) dxdz
=
∑
j,k,l∈Z
e2πik(2l−j)
∫
[0,1]
∫
[−k,−k+1]
ψ˜′a1,c1(z + j)ψ˜
′
a2,c2
(x)ψ˜′a3,c3(z + l)
× e2πi(x(j−2l−z)+z(j−l)) dxdz
=
∑
j,l∈Z
∫
[0,1]
ψ˜′a1,c1(z + j)ψ˜
′
a3,c3
(z + l)e2πiz(j−l)
∫
R
ψ˜′a2,c2(x)e
−2πix(z+2l−j)dx dz
=e−
pii
12
∑
j,l∈Z
∫
[0,1]
ψ˜′a1,c1(z + j)ψ˜
′
a3,c3(z + l)e
2πiz(j−l)
∫
R
ψc2,b2(x)e
−2πix(z+2l−j)dx dz
=e−
pii
4
∑
j,l∈Z
∫
[0,1]
ψc1,b1(z + j)ψc3,b3(z + l)ψ˜c2,b2(z + 2l − j)e2πiz(j−l)dz.
We set m = j − l.
Znew
~
(X) =e−
pii
4
∑
l,m∈Z
∫
[0,1]
ψc1,b1(z + l +m)ψc3,b3(z + l)ψ˜c2,b2(z + l −m)e2πizm dz
=e−
pii
4
∑
l,m∈Z
∫
[l,l+1]
ψc1,b1(z +m)ψc3,b3(z)ψ˜c2,b2(z −m)e2πizm dz
=e−
pii
3
∑
m∈Z
∫
R
ψc1,b1(z +m)ψc3,b3(z)ψb2,a2(z −m)eπi(z−m)
2
e2πizm dz
=e−
pii
3
∑
m∈Z
∫
R
ψc1,b1(z +m)ψc3,b3(z)ψb2,a2(z −m)eπi(z
2+m2) dz.
Znew
~
(X) = e−
pii
3
∑
m∈Z
∫
R
ψ(z +m− cb(1− 2a1))e−4πicbc1{(z+m)−cb(1/2−a1)}
e−πic
2
b(4(c1−b1)+1)/6
ψ(z −m− cb(1− 2c2))e−4πicbc1{(z+m)−cb(1/2−c2)}
e−πic
2
b(4(c1−b1)+1)/6
ψ(z − cb(1− 2a3))e−4πicbc3{(z+m)−cb(1/2−a3)}
e−πic
2
b(4(c3−b3)+1)/6eπiz
2
eπip
2
dz.
Set w = z − cb(1− 2a3)
Znew
~
(X) = e−
pii
3
∑
m∈Z
∫
R−i0
ψ(w +m+ 2cb(a1 − a3))ψ(w −m+ 2cb(c2 − a3))ψ(w)
×eπip2eπiw2e4πic2b(1/2−a3)2e4πicbw(1/2−a3)
e−4πicbc1{w+p+cb(1−2a3)−cb(1/2−a1)}
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e−4πicbc1{w−p+cb(1−2a3)−cb(1/2−c2)}
e−4πicbc1{w+cb(1/2−a3)}νc1,b1νb2,a2νc3,b3 dw.
Simplify by setting u = 2cb(a1− a3). Using c1+ b2 + c3 + a3 − 1/2 = 0 we are left
with
Znew
~
(X) =e−
pii
3
∑
m∈Z
∫
R−i0
ψ(w +m+ u)ψ(w −m− u)ψ(w)
eπiw
2
eπim
2
e4πicb(b2−c1)m
e−4πic
2
b{−b
2
3−b3c3+c1(b3+c3)+b2(b3+c3)+(c1−b2)(a1−a3)} dw
νc1,b1νb2,a2νc3,b3 .
Let v = 2cb(a1 − c1 + b2 − a3), then Note that
4πicb(b2 − c1)p = 4πicb(a1 − c1 + b2 − a3)p− 4πicb(a3 − a1) = 2πi(vp− up),
−b23 − b3c3 + c1(b3 + c3) + b2(b3 + c3) = 0,
and
−4πic2b((c1 − b2)(a1 − a3)) = 4πic2b((a1 − c1 + b2 − a3)(a1 − a3)− (a1 − a3)(a1 − a3))
= πi(vu− u2).
Znew
~
(X) =e−
pii
3 eπiuv
∑
m∈Z
∫
R−i0
eπiw
2
e−πim
2
e−πiu
2
Φb(w +m+ u)Φb(w −m− u)Φb(w)dwe
2πivm
νc1,b1νb2,a2νc3,b3
=e−
pii
3 eπiuv
∑
m∈Z
∫
R−i0
eπi(w+(u+m))(w−(u+m))
Φb(w +m+ u)Φb(w −m− u)Φb(w)dwe
2πivm
νc1,b1νb2,a2νc3,b3
=Wχ52(u, v)νc1,b1νb2,a2νc3,b3 .
Where χ52(u) is given by the formula
χ52(u) = e
−pii
3
∫
R−i0
eπi(w−u)(w+u)
Φb(w +m+ u)Φb(w −m− u)Φb(w) dw.
Again the function χ52 is that of [AK1], which again is related to Hikami’s invari-
ant, in particular Hikami’s formally derived expression in [H2, (4.10)] is equal to
eπi
c
b2
3
1
2π b
χ52(
−u
π b
, 1
2
), where χ52 := χ52(x)e
4πicbxλ.
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5.4 One vertex H-triangulation of (S3, 52)
Let X be represented by the diagram
(5.7)
Choosing an orientation, the diagram consists of four positive tetrahedra T0, T1, T2, T3.
∂X = ∅ and combinatorially we have ∆0(X) = {∗}, ∆1(X) = {x, y, z, w, x′}. The
gluing of the tetrahedra is vertex order preserving which means that edges are
glued together in the following manner.
x = x003 = x
0
13 = x
1
01 = x
3
12 = x
3
02,
y = x103 = x
1
12 = x
1
13 = x
2
02 = x
2
03 = x
3
03 = x
3
23,
z = x001 = x
1
02 = x
2
01 = x
2
12 = x
3
01 = x
3
13
v = x002 = x
0
12 = x
1
23 = x
2
13 = x
2
23,
x′ = x023.
This results in the following equations for the dihedral angles, when we balance
all edges but one edge.
a3 = a1 − a0 = c2, a0 + b1 = b2 + c3, a1 + a2 + b3 = 1
2
+ c1.
The Boltzmann weights are given by the functions
B
(
T0, x|∆1(T0)
)
= ga0,c0(0, v + x− z − x′),
B
(
T1, x|∆1(T1)
)
= ga1,c1(z − y, z + y − x− v),
B
(
T2, x|∆1(T2)
)
= ga2,c2(v − z, y − z),
B
(
T3, x|∆1(T3)
)
= ga3,c3(z − y, x− y).
The partition function is represented by the integral
Znew~ (X) =
∫
[0,1]5
∑
m,n,k,p∈Z
ψ˜′a0,c0(m)e
πi(v+x−z−x′)(2m)
ψ˜′a1,c1(z − y + n)eπi(z+y−x−v)(z−y+2n)
ψ˜′a2,c2(v − z + k)eπi(y−z)(v−z+2k)
ψ˜′a3,c3(z − y + p)eπi(x−y)(z−y+2p) dx′dxdydzdv.
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Integration over x′ removes one of the sums since
∫ 1
0
e−2πix
′mdx′ = δ(m). Hence
Znew
~
(X) = ψ˜′a0,c0(0)
∫
[0,1]4
∑
n,k,p∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(z − y + n)eπi(z+y−x−v)(z−y+2n)
ψ˜′a2,c2(v − z + k)eπi(y−z)(v−z+2k)
ψ˜′a3,c3(z − y + p)eπi(x−y)(z−y+2p) dx′dxdydzdv.
Now integration over x gives
∫ 1
0
e−2πix(n−p)dx = δ(n− p). Implementing this and
shifting the variable v 7→ v + z, the partition function takes the form
Znew
~
(X) = ψ˜′a0,c0(0)
∫
[0,1]3
∑
n,k∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(z − y + n)eπi(y−v)(z−y+2n)
ψ˜′a2,c2(v + k)e
πi(y−z)(v+2k)
ψ˜′a3,c3(z − y + n)e−πiy(z−y+2n) dydzdv.
We make the shift z 7→ z + y to get the expression
Znew
~
(X) = ψ˜′a0,c0(0)
∫
[0,1]3
∑
n,k∈Z
ψ˜′a1,c1(z + n)e
πi(y−v)(z+2n)
ψ˜′a2,c2(v + k)e
−πiz(v+2k)
ψ˜′a3,c3(z + n)e
−πiy(z+2n) dydzdv,
which is independent of y so we can remove the integration over this variable. We
integrate over the variable v.
∑
k∈Z
∫
[0,1]
ψ˜′a2,c2(v + k)e
−2πiv(z+n)dve−2πizk =
∑
k∈Z
∫ k+1
k
ψ˜′a2,c2(v)e
−2πiv(z+n)dv
e−2πizke2πik(z+n)
=e−
pii
12
∫
R
ψc2,b2(v)e
−2πiz(z+n)dv
=e−
pii
12 ψ˜c2,b2(z + n)
=e−
pii
6 eπi(z+n)
2
ψb2,a2(z + n).
We therefore get the expression
Znew
~
(X) = e−
pii
3 ψ˜′a0,c0(0)
∫
[0,1]
∑
n∈Z
ψc1,b1(z + n)ψb2,a2(z + n)ψc3,b3(z + n)e
πi(z+n)2dz
= e−
pii
3 ψ˜′a0,c0(0)
∫
R
ψc1,b1(z)ψb2,a2(z)ψc3,b3(z)e
πi(z)2
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We set Z = z − 2cb(c1 + b1) = y − cb(1− 2a1). Assuming that we are in the case
where all but the edge representing the knot is balanced, i.e. a0 → 0, we have
a1 = c2 = a3.
z2 = Z2 + c2b(1− 2a1)2 + 2cbZ(1− 2a1).
Implementing this we get the expression.
Znew
~
(X) = e−
pii
3 ψ˜′a0,c0(0)
∫
R
ψ(Z)ψ(Z)ψ(Z)eπi(Z
2+c2b(1−2a1)
2+2cbZ(1−2a1))
e−4πicbc1(Z+cb(1/2−a1))νc1,b1
e−4πicbb2(Z+cb(1/2−c2))νb2,a2
e−4πicbc2(Z+cb(1/2−a3))νc3,bZ3dz.
Znew
~
(X) = νc1,b1νb2,a2νc3,b3e
−pii
3 e
φi
~ ψ˜′a0,c0(0)
∫
R
ψ(Z)3eπiZ
2
dz
= νc1,b1νb2,a2νc3,b3e
−pii
3 e
φi
~ ψ˜′a0,c0(0)
∫
R
eπiZ
2
Φb(Z)3
dz
Because the combination of dihedral angles in front of Z sums to 0.
−4πicbZ(c1 + b2 + c3 − 1
2
+ a1) = −4πicbZ(a1 + b1 + c1 − 1
2
) = 0
This corresponds to the partition function in the original formulation, see [AK1].
In this case the renormalised partition function takes the form
Z˜new~ (X) = lim
a0→0
ΦbZ
new
~ (X) =
eiπ/4
νc0,0
χ52(0).
5.5 One-vertex H-triangulation of (S3, 61)
Let X be represented by the diagram
(5.8)
This one vertex H-triangulation of (S3, 61) consists of 5 tetrahedra T1 and
T3 which are negatively oriented tetrahedra and T2, T4, T5 which are positively
oriented tetrahedra. We denoted the tetrahedra as follows. In the bottom we
have T1, T2, T3 from left to right and on top we have T4, T5 from right to left.
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In the diagram the knot 61 is represented by the edge connecting the maximal
and next to maximal vertex of T1. We impose a shape structure on the triangula-
tion and balance all but the one edge representing the knot. We get the following
equations on the shape parameters
a3 = a1 + c2, a3 + a4 = a1 + a5, a1 + c2 = c4 + c5,
1
2
+ b3 + c5 = a2 + a3 + a4, 1 = a2 + c3 + c4 + a5.
We calculate the partition function for the Teichmu¨ller TQFT using the original
formulation of the theory. In this formulation the states are assigned to each face
of each tetrahedron according to the diagram (5.8).
Z~(X) =
∫
R10
〈w, t | Ta1,c1 | u, t〉 〈z, q | Ta2,c2 | v, u〉 〈x, q | Ta3,c3 | r, v〉
〈s, y | Ta4,c4 | r, z〉 〈w, x | Ta5,c5 | y, s〉 dx¯
Z~(X) =
∫
R10
δ(w + t− u)δ(z + q − v)δ(x+ q − r)δ(s+ y − r)δ(w + x− y)
ψ˜′a1,c1(0)e
−2πiw(0)
ψ˜′a2,c2(u− q)e2πiz(u−q)
ψ˜′a3,c3(v − q)e−2πix(v−q)
ψ˜′a4,c4(x− y)e2πis(z−y)
ψ˜′a5,c5(s− x)e2πiw(s−x) dqdrdsdtdudvdxdwdzdy
Integrating over five variables t, v, r, y, w yields the expression
Z~(X) = ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R5
ψ˜′a2,c2(u− q)e2πiz(u−q)
×ψ˜′a3,c3(z)e−2πixz
×ψ˜′a4,c4(z + s− x− q)e2πis(z+s−x−q)
×ψ˜′a5,c5(s− x)e2πi(q−s)(s−x) dqdsdudxdz.
We integrate over the variable u using the Fourier transform.
e−
pii
12
∫
R
ψc2,b2(u− q)e2πiz(u−q)du = e−
pii
12 ψ˜c2,b2(−z) = e−
pii
6 eπiz
2
ψb2,a2(−z).
Using formulas from Section 3.8 we can write
Z~(X) = e
− 3pii
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R4
ψb2,a2(−z)eπiz
2
ψb3,c3(−z)eπiz
2
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ψ˜′a4,c4(z + s− x− q)ψ˜′a5,c5(s− x)
e2πi(sz−xz−qx) dqdsdxdz.
Integration over the variable q gives∫
R
ψ˜′a4,c4(z + s− x− q)e−2πiqxdq = e−
pii
12 ψ˜c4,b4(−x)e2πi(x
2−xz−sx)
= e−
pii
6 ψb4,a4(−x)e2πi(
3
2
x2−xz−sx)
Z~(X) = e
− 5pii
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
ψb2,a2(−z)ψb3 ,c3(−z)ψb4,a4(−x)ψ˜′a5,c5(s− x)
e2πi(sz−2xz+z
2+ 3
2
x2−sx) dxdsdz
Integration over s now gives
e−
pii
12
∫
R
ψc5,b5(s− x)e−2πis(x−z)ds = e−
pii
12 ψ˜c5,b5(x− z)e−2πi(x
2−xz)
=e−
pii
6 ψb5,a5(x− z)eπi(x−z)
2
e−2πi(x
2−xz).
So the partition function takes the form
Z~(X) = e
− 7pii
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
ψb2,a2(−z)ψb3,c3(−z)ψb4,a4(−x)ψb5,a5(x− z)
e2πi(−2xz+
3
2
z2+x2) dxdz.
which is equivalent to
(5.9) Z~(X) = e
− 7pii
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
ψb2,a2(z)ψb3,c3(z)ψb4,a4(−x)ψb5,a5(x+ z)
e2πi(2xz+
3
2
z2+x2) dxdz.
Set z˜ = z − cb(1− 2c2) and −x˜ = −x− cb(1− 2c4). Then
z − cb(1− 2a3) = z˜ + cb(1− 2c2)− cb(1− 2a3) = z˜,
because a3 → c2 in the limit where a1 → 0. Furthermore we have
x+ z − cb(1− 2c5) = x˜− cb(1− 2c4) + z˜ + cb(1− 2c2)− cb(1− 2c5) = x˜+ z˜ − cb
because
c4 + c5 − c2 → 0
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when a1 → 0. We can now write the partition function in the following way
Z~(X) = e
− 7pii
12
∫
R2
ψ(z˜)ψ(z˜)ψ(−x˜)ψ(x˜+ z˜ − cb)ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
e−4πi(−z˜−cb(1−2c2))(x˜−cb(1−2c4))+3πi(−z˜−cb(1−2c2))
2+2πi(x˜−cb(1−2c4))
2
e−4πicbb2(z˜+cb(1/2−c2))νa2,b2
e−4πicbb3(z˜+cb(1−2c2)−cb(1/2−a3))νb3,c3
e−4πicbb4(−x˜−cb(1/2−c4))νb4,a4
e−4πicbb5(x˜+z˜−cb(1−2c4)+cb(1−2c2)−cb(1/2−c5))νb5,a5dx˜dz˜
In front of z˜ in the exponent we have the factor
4πicb(−1 + 2c4 + 3/2− 3c2 − b2 − b3 − b5)
= 4πicb(1/2 + 2c4 − 2c2 − b2 − a3 − b3 − b5)
= 4πicb(1/2 + 2c4 − c2 − 1/2 + a2 − 1/2 + c3 − 1/2 + a5 + c5)
= 4πicb(−1 + 1 + c4 − c2 + c5) = 0.
In front of x˜ in the exponent we also have the factor 0 since
−b5 + b4 + 1− 2c2 − 1 + 2c4 = −1
2
+ a5 + c5 + c4 + b4 + c4 − 2c2
= −1
2
+ a5 +
1
2
− a4 − c2
= a5 − a4 − a3 = 0.
This gives us the partition function
Z~(X) = e
iφ
~ e−
7pii
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
ψ(z˜)ψ(z˜)ψ(−x˜)ψ(x˜+ z˜ − cb)
e2πi(
3
2
z˜2+x˜2+2x˜z˜)dx˜dz˜,
where φ is a real quadratic polynomial of dihedral angles. Finally, we do the shift
x˜ 7→ x˜− z˜ + cb and get the expression
Z~(X) = ζ
2
inve
2πic2bei
φ
~ e−
7pii
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
Φb(z˜)Φb(x˜)
Φb(−z˜)Φb(x˜− z˜ − cb)e
πix˜2+4πcbxdx˜dz˜.
which exactly corresponds to the result for an H-triangulation of the 61 knot in
[KLV].
5.6 One vertex H-triangulation of (S3, 61) – New formula-
tion
We here calculate the partition function for the H-triangulation of the knot 61
using the new formulation of the TQFT from quantum Teichmu¨ller theory.
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The gluing pattern of faces and edges in diagram (5.8) results in the following
states
x := x102 = x
1
03 = x
2
01 = x
2
02 = x
3
01,
y := x203 = x
2
13 = x
3
02 = x
3
03 = x
3
13 = x
4
02 = x
4
03 = x
5
03,
z := x223 = x
3
12 = x
4
12 = x
5
01,
v := x112 = x
1
13 = x
3
23 = x
4
23 = x
5
12 = x
5
13,
w := x123 = x
2
12 = x
4
01 = x
4
13 = x
5
02 = x
5
23,
x′ := x101.
The Bolzmann weights for the five tetrahedron are given by
ga1,c1(0, x+ v − x′ − w), ga2,c2(x− w, y − z), ga3,c3(y − z, 2y − x− v),
ga4,c4(w − z, y − v), ga5,c5(w − y, v − z + p).
ZNew
~
(X) =
∫
[0,1]6
∑
k,l,m,n,p∈Z
3ψ˜′a1,c1(k)
ψ˜′a2,c2(x− w + l)eπi(y−z)(x−w+2l)
ψ˜′a3,c3(y − z +m)e−πi(2y−x−v)(y−z+2m)
ψ˜′a4,c4(w − z + n)eπi(y−v)(w−z+2n)
ψ˜′a5,c5(w − y + p)eπi(v−z)(w−y+p)dxdydzdvdwdx′
Integration over x′ gives δ(k), which removes one of the sums
ZNew
~
(X) = ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
[0,1]5
∑
l,m,n,p∈Z
ψ˜′a2,c2(x− w + l)eπi(y−z)(x−w+2l)
ψ˜′a3,c3(y − z +m)e−πi(2y−x−v)(y−z+2m)
ψ˜′a4,c4(w − z + n)eπi(y−v)(w−z+2n)
ψ˜′a5,c5(w − y + p)eπi(v−z)(w−y+p)dxdydzdvdw.
We do a shift x→ x+ w
ZNew~ (X) = ψ˜
′
a1,c1(0)
∫
[0,1]5
∑
l,m,n,p∈Z
ψ˜′a2,c2(x+ l)e
πi(y−z)(x+2l)
ψ˜′a3,c3(y − z +m)e−πi(2y−x−w−v)(y−z+2m)
ψ˜′a4,c4(w − z + n)eπi(y−v)(w−z+2n)
ψ˜′a5,c5(w − y + p)eπi(v−z)(w−y+p)dxdydzdvdw.
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Note that ∑
l∈Z
e2πil(y−z)
∫
[0,1]
ψ˜′a2,c2(x+ l)e
−2πix(z−y−m)dx
= e−
pii
12
∑
l∈Z
∫ l+1
l
ψc2,b2(x)e
−2πix(z−y−m)dx
= e−
pii
12
∫
R
ψc2,b2(x)e
−2πix(z−y−m)dx
= e−
pii
12 ψ˜c2,b2(z − y −m) = e−
pii
6 ψb2,a2(z − y −m)eπi(z−y−m)
2
.
ZNew
~
(X) = e−
pii5
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
[0,1]3
∑
m,n,p∈Z
ψb2,a2(z − y −m)ψb3,c3(z − y −m)
ψc4,b4(w − z + n)ψc5,b5(w − y + p)
e2πi(z−y−m)
2
e−πi(2y−w−v)(y−z+2m)
e(y−v)(w−z+2n)eπi(v−z)(w−y+2p) dzdw.
Integration over v removes yet another sum. I.e. n = p+m. We shift z 7→ z + y
and w 7→ w + y and see that the function is independent of y which yields the
expression
ZNew
~
(X) = e−
pii5
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
[0,1]3
∑
m,p∈Z
ψb2,a2(z −m)ψb3,c3(z −m)
ψc4,b4(w − z + p+m)ψc5,b5(w + p)
e2πi(z−m)
2
eπiw(−z+2m)e−πiz(w+2p) dzdw.
ZNew
~
(X) = e−
pii5
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
ψb2,a2(z)ψb3,c3(z)
ψc4,b4(w − z)ψc5,b5(w)
e2πiz
2
eπi(w−m)(−z+m)e−πi(z+m)(w+p) dzdw.
Now let f(z) := ψb2,a2(z)ψb3,c3(z). We then calculate
ZNew
~
(X) = e−
pii5
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
f(z)ψc4,b4(w − z)ψc5,b5(w)e2πiz
2
e−2πiwz dzdw
= e−
pii5
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
f(z)ψb3,c3(z)ψc4,b4(w)ψc5,b5(w + z)e
−2πiwz dzdw
= e−
pii5
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
f(z)ψc4,b4(w)ψ˜c5,b5(x)e
2πi((x−z)(w+z)+z2) dxdzdw
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= e−
pii5
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
f(z)ψc4,b4(w)ψ˜c5,b5(x+ z)e
2πi(x(w+z)+z2) dxdzdw
= e−
pii6
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
f(z)ψc4,b4(w)ψb5,a5(x+ z)e
2πi(wx+2xz+ 3
2
z2+x
2
2
) dxdzdw
= e−
pii6
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
f(z)ψ˜c4,b4(−x)ψb5,a5(x+ z)e2πi(2xz+
3
2
z2+x
2
2
) dzdw
= e−
pii7
12 ψ˜′a1,c1(0)
∫
R2
f(z)ψb4,a4(−x)ψb5,a5(x+ z)e2πi(2xz+
3
2
z2+x2) dzdw
This is the exact same expression as in (5.9) and the two formulations coinside.
5.7 Volume of (S3, 61)
Theorem 5.1. The hyperbolic volume of the complement of 61 in S
3 is recovered
as the following limit
(5.10) lim
~→0
2π~ log |Js3,61(~, 0)| = −Vol(S3\61).
Proof. We consider the expression
JS3,61(~, 0) =
∫
R2
Φb(x)Φb(z)
Φb(−x)Φb(z − x− cb)e
πiz2−4πicbzdxdz.(5.11)
Using the quasi-classical asymptotic behaviour of Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm
shown in Corollary A.6 we can approximate in the following manner. For b close
to zero the integral in (A.12) is approximated by the double contour integral
JS3,61(~, 0) =
1
(2π b)2
∫
R2
Φb
(
x
2π b
)
Φb
(
z
2π b
)
Φb
(
−x
2π b
)
Φb
(
z−x−cb
2π b
)e− z24pii b2+ yb2 dxdz
∼ 1
(2π b)2
∫
R2
e
1
2pii b2
(2 Li2(−ex)+Li2(−ez)−Li2(ez−x)− 12 z
2+2πiz+ 1
2
x2)dxdz
=
1
(2π b)2
∫
R2
e
1
2pii b2
V (x,z)dxdz,
where the potential V is given by
(5.12) V (x, z) = 2 Li2(−ex) + Li2(−ez)− Li2(ez−x)− 1
2
z2 + 2πiz +
1
2
x2.
It is easily seen that we can treat b2 as ~. Therefore, we look for stationary points
of the potential V
(5.13)
∂V (x, z)
∂x
= −2 log(1 + ex)− log(1− ez−x) + x = log e
x
(1 + ex)2(1− ez−x) .
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(5.14)
∂V (x, z)
∂z
= − log(1 + ez) + log(1− ez−x)− z + 2πi = log 1− e
z−x
(1 + ez)ez
.
Stationary points are given by solutions to the equations
ex = (1 + ex)2(1− ez−x),(5.15)
(1 + ez)ez = 1− ez−x.(5.16)
From (5.16) we see that
ex =
1
e−z − 1− ez .
Inserting in (5.15) we get the equation
1
e−z − 1− ez =
(
e−z − ez
e−z − 1− ez
)2
(1 + ez)ez ⇐⇒ 1− t− t2 = (1− t2)2(1 + t),
where we set ez = t.
Numerical solutions for the last equation are given by
t1 = −1, 39923− 0, 32564i, t3 = 0, 899232− 0, 400532i,
t2 = −1, 39923 + 0, 32564i, t4 = 0, 899232 + 0, 400532i.
The maximal contribution to the integral comes from the point t2. The saddle
point method lets us obtain the following limit
lim
~2→0
2π~|JS3,61(~, 0)| = −3.1632... · I = −Vol(S3\61)
6 The Teichmu¨ller TQFT representation of the
mapping class group Γ1,1
We will here give a representation for the mapping class group of the once punc-
tured torus by the use of the new formulation of the Teichmu¨ller TQFT.
The framed mapping class group Γ1,1 is generated by the standard elements
S and T . See e.g. Section 6 in [AU3] for a description of these elements (they of
course maps to the standard S and T matrix once mapped to the mapping class
group of the torus). Hence we just need to understand how these to elements
are represented by the Teichmu¨ller TQFT. To this end, we build a cobordism
(M,T2,T2
′
) from one triangulation of T2 to the image of this triangulation under
the action of S and likewise for the action of T . We triangulate the torus T2 =
S1×S1 according to Figure 11. In this triangulation opposite arrows are ide
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Figure 11: Triangulated torus.
and this gives us a triangulation with two triangles and three edges. We build
the cobordism for the action of S according to Figure 12 and the cobordism for T
according to Figure 13. We see that on each boundary component we have three
edges. The cobordisms that we build are given shaped triangulations. We can
choose the dihedral angles such that they are all positive. And we are able to
compose these cobordisms.
Figure 12: The cobordism for the operator S.
Figure 13: The cobordism for the operator T .
For each edge in these triangulations we assign a state variable. We abuse
notation and label an edge and a state variable by the same letter. We assign a
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multiplier to each edge. As we will see below in Lemma 8.1 and Lemma 9.1 it
turns out, that all internal edges have trivial multiplier. Further we emphasise
that there is a direction on each of the two boundary tori where the multiplier is
trivial.
The Teichmu¨ller TQFT gives an operator between the vector spaces associated
to each of the boundary components. We will see that we get representations
ρ : Γ1,1 → B(C∞(T3,L′)),
of the mapping class group Γ1,1 into bounded operators on the smooth sections
C∞(T3,L′). However, we will show below that we actually get representations
into B(S(R)), bounded operators on the Schwartz space S(R).
Theorem 6.1. The Teichmu¨ller TQFT provides us with representations (depen-
dent on h)
ρ˜ : Γ1,1 → B(S(R))
of the mapping class group Γ1,1 into bounded operators on the Schwarz space S(R).
In particular we get operators ρ˜(S), ρ˜(T ) : S(R)→ S(R) according to the diagram
(6.1).
S(R) ρ˜(S),ρ˜(T ) //
W

S(R)
W

C∞(T2,L)
π∗

// C∞(T2,L)
π∗

π∗ (C∞(T2,L)) // π∗ (C∞(T2,L))
C∞(T3,L′)
∩
ρ(S)
ρ(T )
// C∞(T3,L′)
∩
(6.1)
where L′ = π∗L.
Proof. We know that the Weil–Gel’fand–Zak transformation gives an isomorphism
from the Schwarz space to smooth sections of the complex line bundle L over the
2-torus. If a section of C∞(T2,L) is pulled back to π∗ (C∞(T2,L)) we show in
Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 9.2 that the operators ρ(S), ρ(T ) acting on C∞(T3,L′)
take this pull back of a section in π∗ (C∞(T2,L)). In Lemma 8.1 and 9.1 we
prove that the multipliers on internal edges are trivial. Further we show that
the multipliers on the two boundary tori are trivial in the direction (1, 1, 1). We
can therefore integrate over the fibre in this direction. We then use the inverse
WGZ transformation. In other words we have shown that the operators ρ(S), ρ(T )
induce operators ρ˜(S), ρ˜(T ) : S(R)→ S(R) given by
ρ˜(S) = W−1 ◦
∫
Fz′
◦ ρ(S) ◦ π∗ ◦W,
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ρ˜(T ) = W−1 ◦
∫
Fz′
◦ ρ(S) ◦ π∗ ◦W.
Remark 6.2. Above we obtained a representation for the mapping class group
Γ1,1. We do not in a similar manner get a representation for the mapping class
group Γ1,0. The reason is that not all edges in the cobordisms can be balanced
without turning to negative angles.
7 Line bundles over the two boundary tori
Let us here describe how the line bundles we pull back looks like.
Let π : R3 → R2 be defined by π(x1, x2, x3) = (ax1+bx2+cx3, αx1+βx2+γx3).
Recall that we have the relation on multipliers
eπ
∗
λ (x, y, z) = eπ(λ)(π(x, y, z)).(7.1)
Note that the map π sends λx1 = (1, 0, 0), λx2 = (0, 1, 0), λx3 = (0, 0, 1) to
the following elements of R2
π(λx1) = (a, α), π(λx2) = (b, β), π(λx3) = (c, γ).
The equation (7.1) gives the following relations:
In the λx1-direction
e2πi(x3−x2) =e(1,0,0)(x1,x2,x3) = e(a,α)(ax1 + bx2 + cx3, αx1 + βx2 + γx3)
=e(a,0)(ax1 + bx2 + cx3, αx1 + βx2 + γx3)
e(0,α)(ax1 + bx2 + cx3, α(x1 + 1) + βx2 + γx3)
=e−πia(αx1+βx2+γx3)eπi(ax1+bx2+cx3)
=eπi((αb−aβ)x2+(αc−aγ)x3),
In the λx2-direction
e2πi(x1−x3) =e(0,1,0)(x1,x2,x3) = e
πi((βa−αb)x1+(βc−bγ)x3),
In the λx3-direction
e2πi(x2−x1) =e(0,0,1)(x1,x2,x3) = e
πi((γa−αc)x1+(γb−cβ)x2).
In other words we only need to solve the three equations
αb− aβ = −2, αc− aγ = 2, βc− bγ = −2.(7.2)
One particular solution is a = −2, b = 0, c = 2, α = 0, β = −1, γ = 1 which gives
the map
π(x1, x2, x3) = (−2x1 + 2x3,−x2 + x3).
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8 The operator ρ(S)
The operator ρ(S) can be viewed as the cobordism XS which is triangulated
into 6 tetrahedra T1, . . . , T6 where T1, T3, T4, T6 have positive orientation and the
tetrahedra T2, T5 have negative orientation. See the gluing pattern in figure 14.
Figure 14: Gluing pattern for the operator XS
In the triangulation we have ten edges x1, x2 . . . , x7, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3. To each of the
edges on the boundary we associate the a weight function:
ωXS(x1) = 2π(a1 + a5 + c3), ωXS(x2) = 2π(a4 + c5 + a6), ωXS(x3) = 2π(b5 + b6),
ωXS(x
′
1) = 2π(a1 + c2 + a3), ωXS(x
′
2) = 2π(a2 + c3 + a4), ωXS(x
′
3) = 2π(b2 + b3).
and to the edges x4, x5, x6, x7 we associate the weight functions:
ωXS(x4) = 2π(a1 + c2 + b4 + c5 + c6), ωXS(x5) = 2π(c1 + b3 + b4 + a5 + a6),
ωXS(x6) = 2π(b1 + a2 + a3 + c4 + b6), ωXS(x7) = 2π(b1 + c2 + c3 + c4 + b5).
8.1 Boltzmann weights
The Bolzman weights assigned to the tetrahedra are
B
(
T1, x|∆1(T1)
)
= ga1,c1(x7 + x6 − x4 − x5, x7 + x6 − x′1 − x1),
B
(
T2, x|∆1(T2)
)
= ga2,c2(x
′
3 + x4 − x′1 − x7, x′3 + x4 − x′2 − x6),
B
(
T3, x|∆1(T3)
)
= ga3,c3(x
′
3 + x5 − x′2 − x7, x′3 + x5 − x′1 − x6)
B
(
T4, x|∆1(T4)
)
= ga4,c4(x5 + x4 − x7 − x6, x5 + x4 − x′2 − x2)
B
(
T5, x|∆1(T5)
)
= ga5,c5(x7 + x3 − x4 − x2, x5 + x4 − x5 − x1)
B
(
T6, x|∆1(T6)
)
= ga6,c6(x6 + x3 − x4 − x1, x6 + x3 − x5 − x2).
Lemma 8.1. The multipliers corresponding to the edges are calculated to be 1 for
the internal edges x4, x5, x6, x7. And the multipliers for the remaining 6 edges are
calculated to be
eλx1 (x) = e
2πi(x3−x2), eλx2 (x) = e
2πi(x1−x3), eλx3 (x) = e
2πi(x2−x1),
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eλx′1
(x) = e2πi(x
′
2−x
′
3), eλx′2
(x) = e2πi(x
′
3−x
′
1), eλx′3
(x) = e2πi(x
′
1−x
′
2),
where x denotes the tuple x = (x1, x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3).
Proof. Let us here just calculate the multiplier for the direction x4. The rest
follows by analogous calculations. The edge x4 is an edge in the tetrahedra
T1, T2, T4, T5, T6 each contributing to the multiplier. The contribution from T1
corresponds to the multiplier
eλx4 (x1, x2, . . . , x7, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3) = e−(1,0)(x5 + x4 − x7 − x6, x5 + x4 − x′2 − x2)
= eπi(x7+x6−x
′
1−x1).
The contribution from T2 is
eλx4 (x1, x2, . . . , x7, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3) = e(1,1)(x
′
3 + x4 − x′1 − x7, x′3 + x4 − x′2 − x6)
= −e−πi(x′2+x6−x′1−x7).
The contribution from T4 is
eλx4 (x1, x2, . . . , x7, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3) = e(1,1)(x5 + x4 − x7 − x6, x5 + x4 − x′2 − x2)
= −eπi(x′2+x2−x6−x7).
The contribution from T5 is
eλx4 (x1, x2, . . . , x7, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3) = −e−πi(x7+x3−x5−x1).
The contribution from T6 is
eλx4 (x1, x2, . . . , x7, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3) = −eπi(x6+x3−x5−x2).
Multiplying these contributions gives e0 = 1.
We remark that the multiplier on each boundary component in direction
(1, 1, 1) is trivial.
We are interested in how the operator ρ(S) acts. We express the operator
ρ(S) in terms of the integral kernel KS. The operator ρ(S) acts on sections in the
following manner
(8.1) ρ(S)(s)(x′1, x
′
2, x
′
3) =
∫
[0,1]3
KS(x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3, x1, x2, x3)s(x1, x2, x3) dx1dx2dx3.
We want to show that the operator S takes the pull back of a section to the
pull back of a section. Using integration by parts it is enough to check that the
sum of partial derivatives disappear.
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Lemma 8.2. The sum of the partial derivatives of KS disappears. I.e.
∂KS
∂x′1
+
∂KS
∂x′2
+
∂KS
∂x′3
+
∂KS
∂x1
+
∂KS
∂x2
+
∂KS
∂x3
= 0.
Proof. Let
In,m,k,j3 (x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3) :=
∫
[0,1]2
ψ˜′a1,c1(x7 + k)ψ˜
′
a4,c4
(−x7 + n)
e2πix7(x2−x3+x7+x5+2n−m+k−j)
e2πi(x
′
3−x
′
2−x3+x1+k−j)dx5dx7
The partial derivatives of I3 with respect to x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3 are easily calculated
to be
∂
∂x1
In,m,k,j3 (x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3) = 2πix5I3(x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3) =: I
′
3(x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3),
∂
∂x2
In,m,k,j3 (x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3) = 2πix7I3(x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3) =: I
′′
3 (x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3),
∂
∂x3
In,m,k,j3 (x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3) = −I ′3(x1, x2, x3, x′2, x′3)− I ′′3 (x1, x2, x3, x′2, x′3),
∂
∂x′2
In,m,k,j3 (x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3) = −I ′3(x1, x2, x3, x′2, x′3),
∂
∂x′3
In,m,k,j3 (x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3) = I
′
3(x1, x2, x3, x
′
2, x
′
3).
The partial derivatives of I2 with respect to the variables x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3 are
∂
∂x2
Ik,l,n,p2 (x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3) =
e2πi(x
′
1−x
′
3−x3+x2+2(k,l,n,p))(x′1 − x′3 − x3 + x2 + 2(k, l, n, p))
(x′1 − x′3 − x3 + x2 + 2(k, l, n, p))2
− (e
2πi(x′1−x
′
3−x3+x2+2(k,l,n,p)) − 1)
2πi(x′1 − x′3 − x3 + x2 + 2(k, l, n, p))2
= : I ′2(x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3),
∂
∂x3
Ik,l,n,p2 (x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3) =− I ′2(x2, x3, x′1, x′3),
∂
∂x′1
Ik,l,n,p2 (x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3) =I
′
2(x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3),
∂
∂x′3
Ik,l,n,p2 (x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3) =− I ′2(x2, x3, x′1, x′3).
The partial derivatives of I1 with respect to the variables x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3 are
∂
∂x2
I l,p1 (x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3) =−
e2πi(x
′
3−x
′
1−x2+x3+2(m+q))(x′3 − x′1 − x2 + x3 + 2(m+ q))
(x′3 − x′1 − x2 + x3 + 2(m+ q))2
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+
(e2πi(x
′
3−x
′
1−x2+x3+2(m+q)) − 1)
2πi(x′3 − x′1 − x2 + x3 + 2(m+ q))2
=I ′1(x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3),
∂
∂x3
I l,p1 (x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3) =− I ′1(x2, x3, x′1, x′3),
∂
∂x′1
I l,p1 (x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3) =I
′
1(x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3),
∂
∂x′3
I l,p1 (x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
3) =− I ′1(x2, x3, x′1, x′3).
The rest of the terms inKS all depends on pairs of the variables x1, x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3
with opposite sign, summing all contributions together therefore shows that the
sum of the partial derivatives disappears.
9 The operator ρ(T )
The operator ρ(T ) is the TQFT operator associated to the cobordism XT which is
triangulated into 6 tetrahedra T1, . . . , T6 where T1, T4, T5 have negative orientation
and the tetrahedra T2, T3, T6 have positive orientation. See Figure 15.
Figure 15: Gluing pattern for the operator XT .
In the triangulation we have ten edges x1, x2 . . . , x7, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3. The weight
functions corresponding to this triangulation for the edges x1, x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3 are
ωYT (x1) = 2π(c3 + a6), ωYT (x2) = 2π(b2 + a3 + b6), ωYT (x3) = 2π(b3 + b5 + c6),
ωYT (x
′
1) = 2π(a1 + c4), ωYT (x
′
2) = 2π(b1 + a4 + b5), ωYT (x
′
3) = 2π(c1 + b2 + b4).
and to the edges x4, x5, x6, x7 we associate the weight functions
ωYT (x4) = 2π(a1 + c2 + c5 + a6), ωYT (x5) = 2π(b1 + a2 + b3 + b4 + a5 + b6),
ωYT (x6) = 2π(c1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 + c6), ωYT (x7) = 2π(b2 + c3 + c4 + c5).
The Bolzman weights assigned to the tetrahedra are
B
(
T1, x|∆1(T1)
)
= ga1,c1(x5 + x
′
2 − x′3 − x6, x5 + x′2 − x′1 − x4),
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B
(
T2, x|∆1(T2)
)
= ga2,c2(x
′
3 + x2 − x7 − x4, x′3 + x2 − x5 − x6),
B
(
T3, x|∆1(T3)
)
= ga3,c3(x5 + x3 − x7 − x1, x5 + x3 − x6 − x2)
B
(
T4, x|∆1(T4)
)
= ga4,c4(x
′
3 + x5 − x7 − x′1, x3 + x5 − x′2 − x6)
B
(
T5, x|∆1(T5)
)
= ga5,c5(x
′
2 + x3 − x7 − x4, x′2 + x3 − x6 − x5)
B
(
T6, x|∆1(T6)
)
= ga6,c6(x2 + x5 − x3 − x6, x2 + x5 − x4 − x1).
Lemma 9.1. The multipliers corresponding to the edges are calculated to be 1 for
the internal edges x4, x5, x6, x7. And the multipliers for the remaining 6 edges are
calculated to be
eλx1 (x) = e
2πi(x3−x2), eλx2 (x) = e
2πi(x1−x3), eλx3 (x) = e
2πi(x2−x1),
eλx′
1
(x) = e2πi(x
′
2−x
′
3), eλx′
2
(x) = e2πi(x
′
3−x
′
1), eλx′
3
(x) = e2πi(x
′
1−x
′
2),
where x denotes the tuple x = (x1, x2, x3, x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3).
Proof. The proof is straight forward verification. The computations are analogue
to the calculations in the proof of Lemma 8.1.
Again, in order to check that the operator ρ(T ) takes the pull back of a section
to a pull back of a section we show the following Lemma.
Lemma 9.2. The sum of the partial derivatives of KT disappears. I.e.
∂KT
∂x′1
+
∂KT
∂x′2
+
∂KT
∂x′3
+
∂KT
∂x1
+
∂KT
∂x2
+
∂KT
∂x3
= 0
Proof. In each term of the expression for KT there is an equal number of variables
one half having positive coefficient and the other half having negative coefficient.
Therefore the sum of the partial differentials must equal zero.
Appendices
A Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm
The quantum dilogarithm function Li2(x; q), studied by Fadeev and Kashaev [FK]
and other authors, is the function of two variables defined by the series
(A.1) Li2(x; q) =
∞∑
n=1
xn
n(1 − qn) ,
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where x, q ∈ C, with |x|, |q| < 1. It is connected to the classical Euler dilogarithm
Li2 given by Li2(x) =
∑∞
n=1
xn
n2
in the sense that it is a q-deformation of the
classical one in the following manner
(A.2) lim
ǫ→0
(
ǫLi2(x, e
−ǫ)
)
= Li2(x), |x| < 1.
Indeed using the expansion 1
1−e−t =
1
t
+ 1
2
+ t
12
− t3
720
+ . . . we obtain a complete
asymptotic expansion
(A.3) Li2(x, e
−ǫ) = Li2(x)ǫ
−1 +
1
2
log
(
1
1− x
)
+
x
1− x
ǫ
12
− x+ x
2
(1− x)3
ǫ3
720
+ . . .
as ǫ→ 0 with fixed x ∈ C, |x| < 1.
The second quantum dilogarithm (x; q)∞ defined for |q| < 1 and all x ∈ C is
given as the function
(A.4) (x; q)∞ =
∞∏
i=0
(1− xqi).
This second quantum dilogarithm is related to the first by the formula
(A.5) (x; q)∞ = exp(−Li2(x; q)).
This is easily proven by a direct calculation
(A.6)
− log (x; q)∞ =
∞∑
i=0
log(1− xqi) =
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
n=1
1
n
xnqin =
∞∑
n=1
xn
n(1− qn) = Li2(x; q).
Proposition A.1. The function (x; q)∞ and its reciprocal have the Taylor expan-
sions
(A.7) (x; q)∞ =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
(q)n
q
n(n−1)
2 xn,
1
(x; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
1
(q)n
xn,
around x = 0, where
(q)n =
(q; q)∞
(qn+1; q)∞
= (1− q)(1− q2) · (1− qn).
The proofs of these formulas follows easily from the recursion formula (x; q)∞ =
(1 − x)(qx; x)∞, which together with the initial value (0; q)∞ = 1 determines the
power series for (x; q)∞ uniquely.
Yet another famous result for the function (x; q)∞, which can be proven by
use of the Taylor expansion and the identity
∑
m−n=k
qmn
(q)m(q)n
= 1
(q)∞
, is the Jacobi
triple product formula
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(A.8) (q; q)∞(x; q)∞(qx
−1; q)∞ =
∑
k∈Z
(−1)kq k(k−1)2 xk,
which relates the quantum dilogarithm function to the classical Jacobi theta-
function.
The quantum dilogarithm functions introduced are related to yet another
quantum dilogarithm function named after Faddeev.
Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm
Definition A.2. Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm function is the function in two
complex arguments z and b defined by the formula
(A.9) Φb(z) = exp
(∫
C
e−2izwdw
4 sinh(w b) sinh(w/ b)w
)
,
where the contour C runs along the real axis, deviating into the upper half plane
in the vicinity of the origin.
Proposition A.3. Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm function Φb(z) is related to
the function (x; q)∞, where |q| < 1, in the following sense. When ℑ(b2) > 0, the
integral can be calculated explicitly
(A.10) Φb(z) =
(
e2π(z+cb)b; q2
)
∞
(e2π(z−cb)b; q˜2)∞
where q ≡ eiπb2 and q˜ ≡ e−πib−2.
Proof. We consider the integrand of the integral I(z, b) = 1
4
∫
C
e−2izw
sinh(w b) sinh(w/b)w
dw.
The integrand has poles at w = πin b and w = πin b−1 . The residue at c of a
fraction i.e. f(x) = g(x)
h(x)
can be calculated as Res f(c) = g(c)
h′(c) when c is a simple
pole. Therefore we get by the residue theorem
I(z, b) =
πi
2
∞∑
n=1
e2πz bn
πin b(−1)n sinh(πin b2) +
e2πz b
−1 n
πin b(−1)n sinh(πin b−2)
=
∞∑
n=1
eπine2πz bn
n(eπin b
2 − e−πinb2) +
eπine2πz b
−1 n
n(eπin b
−2 − e−πin b−2)
=
∞∑
n=1
−
(
e2πz b+πi+πib
2
)n
n(1− e2πi b2 n) +
(
e2πz b
−1 −πi−πib−2
)n
n(1− e−2πi b−2 n)
=
∞∑
n=1
− e
2π(z+cb) bn
n(1 − e2πi b2 n) +
e2π(z−cb) b
−1 n
n(1− e−2πi b−2 n)
= log
(
e2π(z+cb) b; q2
)
∞
− log (e2π(z−cb) b; q˜2)
∞
.
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Functional equations
Proposition A.4. Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm function satisfies the two func-
tional equations
(A.11)
1
Φb(z + ib/2)
=
1
Φb(z − ib/2)
(
1 + e2πbz
)
,
(A.12) Φb(z)Φb(−z) = ζ−1inveiπz
2
,
where ζinv = e
iπ(1+2c2b)/6.
Proof. Let us first prove (A.11). We have
Φb(z − ib/2)
Φb(z + ib/2)
= exp
∫
C
e−2i(z−ib/2)w − e−2i(z+ib/2)w
4 sinh(wb) sinh(w/b)w
dw
= exp
∫
C
e−2izw
(
e−bw − ebw)
4 sinh(wb) sinh(w/b)w
dw
= exp
(
−1
2
∫
C
e−2izw
sinh(w/b)w
)
dw.
Let a > 0. Let ε = 1 if ℑ(−2iz) ≥ 0 and ε = −1 otherwise. Put δ−a = [−a, iεa]
and δ−a = [iεa, a]. The integrals
∫
δ
a±
e−2izw
2 sinh(w/b)w
dw converge to zero as a → ∞.
Therefore∫
C
e−2izw
sinh(w/b)w
dw = ǫ2πi
(
cǫ +
∞∑
n=1
Resw=ǫiπbn
{
e−2izw
sinh(w/b)w
})
,
where c1 = 0 and c−1 = Resw=0
{
e2izw
sinh(w/b)w
}
= −2izb. For n ∈ Z\ {0} we have
Resw=πinbǫ
{
e−2izw
sinh(w/b)w
}
=
(−1)ne2zπbǫn
πin
so ∫
C
e−2izw
sinh(w/b)w
dw = (ǫ− 1)2πzb− 2 log(1 + e2zπbǫ),
giving the first result.
To prove equation (A.12) let us choose the path C = (−∞,−ǫ]∪ǫ exp([πi, 0])∪
[ǫ,∞) and let ǫ→ 0. The rest is just calculations
logΦb(z)Φb(−z) = 1
2
∫
C
cos(2wz)
sinh(w b) sinh(w/ b)w
dw
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Note that
1
2
∫
(−∞,−ǫ]
cos(2wz)
sinh(w b) sinh(w/ b)w
dw = −1
2
∫
[ǫ,∞)
cos(2wz)
sinh(w b) sinh(w/ b)w
dw.
i.e. it is enough to collect the half residue around w = 0 of the remaining intergral
1
2
∫
ǫ([πi,0])
cos(2wz)
sinh(w b) sinh(w/ b)w
dw =
πi
2
Resw=0
cos(2wz)
sinh(w b) sinh(w/ b)w
=
πi
2
(
b2 + b−2
6
+ 2z2
)
= e−πi(1+2c
2
b)/6eπiz
2
.
Zeros and poles
The functional equation (A.11) shows that Φb(z), which in its initial domain
of definition has no zeroes and poles, extends (for fixed b with ℑ b2 > 0) to a
meromorphic function in the variable z to the entire complex plane with essential
singularity at infinity and with characteristic properties:
(A.13) (Φb(z))
±1 = 0 ⇐⇒ z = ∓(cb +mi b+ni b).
The behaviour at infinity depends on the direction along which the limit is taken
Φb(z)
∣∣
|z|→∞
≈


1 |arg z| > π
2
+ arg b,
ζ−1inve
πiz2 |arg z| < π
2
− arg b
(q˜2,q˜2)∞
Θ(i b−1 z;−b−2) |arg z − π2 | < arg b
Θ(i b z;b2)
(q2;q2)∞
|arg z + π
2
| < arg b
(A.14)
where
Θ(z; τ) ≡
∑
n∈Z
eπiτn
2+2πizn, ℑ τ > 0.(A.15)
Unitarity
When b is real or on the unit circle
(1− |b|)ℑ b = 0 ⇒ Φb(z) = 1
Φb(z)
.(A.16)
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Quantum Pentagon Identity
In terms of specifically normalised sefladjoint Heisenberg momentum and position
operators acting as unbounded operators on L2(R) by the formulae
qf(x) = xf(x), pf(x) =
1
2πi
f(x),
the following pentagon identity for unitary operators is satisfied [FK]
(A.17) Φb(p)Φb(q) = Φb(q)Φb(p+ q)Φb(p).
Fourier transformation formulae for Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm
The quantum pentagon identity (A.17) is equivalent to the integral identity∫
R+iε
Φb(x+ u)
Φb(x− cb)e
−2πiwx dx =
Φb(u)Φb(cb − w)
Φb(u− w) e
pii
12
(1−4c2b),(A.18)
where ℑ b2 > 0. From here we get the Fourier transformation formula for the
quantum dilogarithm formally sending u→ −∞ by the use of (A.10) and (A.16)
(A.19)
∫
R+iε
Φb(x+ cb)e
2πiwx =
1
Φb(−w − cb)e
−pii
12
(1−4c2b).
Quasi-classical limit of Faddeev’s quantum dilogarithm
Proposition A.5. For fixed x and b → 0 we have the following asymptotic ex-
pansion
(A.20) log Φb
( x
2π b
)
=
∞∑
n=0
(2πi b)2n−1
B2n(1/2)
(2n)!
∂2n Li2(−ex)
∂x2n
,
where B2n(1/2) are the Bernoulli polynomials B2n evaluated at 1/2.
Proof. From (A.11) we have that
log

Φb
(
x−iπ b2
2π b
)
Φb
(
x+iπ b2
2π b
)

 = log(1 + ex).
The left hand side yields
log Φb
(
x− iπ b2
2π b
)
− log Φb
(
x+ iπ b2
2π b
)
= −2 sinh(iπb2∂/∂x) log Φb
( x
2π b
)
,
where we have used the fact that
f(x+ y) = ey
∂
∂x (f) (x),
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which is just the Taylor expansion of f around x. While the right hand side can
be written in the following manner
log(1 + ex) =
∂
∂x
∫ x
−∞
log(1 + ez) dz = − ∂
∂x
Li2(−ex).
Using the expansion
z
sinh(z)
=
∞∑
n=0
B2n(1/2)
(2z)2n
(2n)!
gives exactly (A.20).
Corollary A.6. For fixed x and b→ 0 one has
(A.21) Φb
( x
2π b
)
= exp
(
1
2πib2
Li2(−ex)
)(
1 +O(b2)
)
.
B The Tetrahedral Operator
In order to prove Proposition 3.1 we make use of the following formulae
Lemma B.1. Suppose x and y are operators in an algebra such that
z = [x, y], [x, z] = 0.
Then
f(x)y = yf(x) + zf ′(x)
exf(x) = f(y + z)ex,
for every power series such that f(x), f ′(x) and f(y + z) can be defined in the
same operator algebra.
Proof. Let f(x) =
∑∞
j=0 ajx
j . Then,
[f(x), y] =
∞∑
j=0
aj[x
j , y] =
∞∑
j=0
aj
j−1∑
k=0
xk[x, y]xj−k−1 =
∞∑
j=0
ajjzx
j−1 = zf ′(x).
which shows the first equation. The second equation follows from this when we
set f(x) = exyl−1
exyl = yexyl−1 = (y − z)exyl−l = · · · = (y + z)lex,
and from here we get that
exf(y) = ex
∞∑
j=0
ajy
j =
∞∑
j=0
aj(y + z)
jex = f(y + z)ex.
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. The equations in (3.6) follows from the system of equa-
tions
Tq1 = (q1 + q2)T,
T(p1 + p2) = (p1 + q2)T,
T(p1 + q2) = (p1 + q2)T,
Te2π bp1 = (e2π bp1 + e2π b(q1+p2))T,
where T = e2πip1q2ψ(q1−q2+p2).We prove them one by one below using Lemma
B.1.
Tq1 = e
2πip1q2ψ(q1 + p2 − q2)q1
= e2πip1q2q1ψ(q1 + p2 − q2)
= (q1e
2πip1q2 + q2e
2πip1q2)ψ(q1 + p2 − q2)
= (q1 + q2)T.
T(p1 + p2) = e
2πip1q2ψ(q1 + p2 − q2)(p1 + p2)
= e2πip1+q2(p1 + p2)ψ(q1 + p2 − q2)
=
{
p1e
2πip1q2 + p2e
2πip1q2 − p1e2πip1q2
}
ψ(q1 + p2 − q2)
= p2T,
where the second equality is true since [q1 + p2 − q2,p1 + p2] = 0.
T(p1 + q2) = e
2πip1q2ψ(q1 + p2 − q2)(p1 + q2)
= e2πip1q2(p1 + q2)ψ(q1 + p2 − q2)
= (p1 + q2)T,
where second equality is true since [q1 + p2 − q2, p1 + q2] = 0.
Te2π bp1 = e2πip1q2ψ(q1 − q2 + p2)e2π bp1
= ψ(q1 − p1 + p2)e2πip1q2e2π bp1
= ψ(q1 − p1 + p2)e2π bp1e2πip1q2
= e2π bp1ψ(q1 − p1 + p2 + i b)e2πip1q2
= e2π bp1
(
1 + e2π b(q1−p1+p2+
ib
2
)
)
ψ(q1 − p1 + p2)e2πip1q2
=
(
e2π bp1 + e2πi b(q1+p2)
)
T,
where in the last equality we use the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula.
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